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Abstract 
We report two new results on charmed D+ and 0: decays, obtained 

using the Mark III detector at the e + - e storage ring SPEAR. We report 

the first observation of the decay 0: + l/r+. The product branching 
- ‘- fraction is measured to be a(e+e- --+ DzDg*- + c.c.) x B(Dz + VT+) = 

(74 f 19 f 25) pb. S econd, we describe a search for the leptonic decay 
. D+ ---) P+v~. A 90% confidence level upper limit on B(D+ + /..L+v~) of 

7.2 x low4 is obtained, corresponding to an upper bound of 290 Mev/c2 on 
- the pseudoscalar decay constant fD. 
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We begin by reporting the first observation of the decay D8+ + q~+.[~~ 
The data sample used in this analysis”’ represents an integrated luminosity of 
(6.30f0.46) pb-’ at fi = 4.i4 GeV, collected with the Mark III detector at the 
e+e- storage ring SPEAR. Tracking information from the drift chamber, TOF 
measurements, and photon detection from the electromagnetic calorimeter are 
used in this analysis. 

The analysis proceeds as follows. Candidate combinations for the decay chain 
0,’ + ?pr+,q + 7r+7r-7r” are required to have at least one 77 combination 
passing a one-constraint (1C) fit to a 7r” hypothesis. The fit 7's must satisfy the 
relation cos(l$,) < 0.9, where B$ is the angle between the high energy 7 and the 
r” in the x0 rest frame. frame. In addition, there must be three charged tracks 
whose TOF information’31 is consistent with a pion hypothesis. 

In order to reduce combinatorial background before any further kinematic 
fitting, the following pre-selection requirements are applied to several kinematic 
variables calculated using the results of the no fit. The 7rT+~-7ro mass must be less 
than 800 MeV/c2, while the nIT+(7r+?r-ro) mass must be greater than 1.6 GeV/c2. 
Using the fit r” four-momentum, the recoil mass to the ~+(~+7~-7r~) combination 
must lie within 80 MeV/c2 of the D,* mass (2.109 GeV/c2).[” No loss of signal 

- events is expected due to these cuts. 
- 

For all combinations passing the above cuts, a 1C fit is performed where 
the recoil to the 7rr+(7r+7r-77) system is required to have the D,* mass. Two 
requirements are imposed on the results of this fit. First, the fit photon energies 
must be larger than 120 MeV/c2, rejecting some of the backgrounds resulting 
from D* decays and noise photons. Further background rejection is achieved by 

.-. _ demanding that the mass of the r] candidate (7r+7rr-77) shift from the r+r-7r” 
mass by less than 40 MeV/c 2. This rejects fake r” combinations due to the 1C 
fit pulling the 7 four-momenta away from the values obtained in the direct 7~’ fit. 

Figure 1 shows the scatter plot of rn(r+(r-T+77)) versus rn(r+?r-77) for 
the results of the 1C Dl fit after the above cuts have been applied. The zr+7r-77 
mass is shown in Figure 2 (a) where rn(n+(7r+rr-77)) has been required to fall 
between 1.94 and 2.00 GeV/c 2, the region expected for 0: production. There is 
no evidence for q production outside the D$ mass region. The results of fits to 
the q are consistent for Monte Carlo and data, as shown in Fig. 2(b). When the 
r+7rr-77 mass of the Q candidate is required to be within f40 MeV/c2 around 

- m,,, an accumulation of events is seen near the nominal 0: mass. Figure 3 
shows the 7r+(n+7rr-77) mass plot for q7rr+ candidates, together with a fit to a 
Gaussian signal (a = 25 MeV/c 2, determined from Monte Carlo calculations) 
and a background shape extracted from a Monte Carlo of D* production. 
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The fitted 0: mass is (1974 f 7) MeV/c2, where the error is statisti- 
cal only. There are 13.7 f 3.5 events in the Gaussian signal, corresponding 
to the existence of the q7rr+ decay mode of the 0: at the 50 level.14’ The D$ 
mass resolution was fixed at 25MeV/c2, as determined with the Monte Carlo 
simulation. A systematic error of 34% is estimated to arise from the following 
contributions (added in quadrature): Monte Carlo statistical error (lo%), effi- 
ciency (25010, obtained by varying cuts), choice of background shape (20%), and 
integrated luminosity (7%). We then obtain a product branching fraction of: 

a(e+e- -+ DUDE- + c.c.) x B(Dz -+ VT+) = (74 f 19 f 25) pb. 

Most calculations15’ IG1 “I indicate that B( D$ -+ r]rr+) 5 B(D$ + &r+). The 
result reported here corresponds to B(Dz --, VT+) = (2.5 f .8 rf .8) x B(D$ + 
&r+). Although this result is marginally consistent with the predictions, it may 
indicate an unexpected enhancement of B(D$ -+ VT+). It is interesting to note 
that the ratio .B(D$ ---) rpr+)/B(D$ -+ K°K+) = 2.3 f .7 f .8 from the Mark 
III’“] is in reasonable agreement with expectations.‘51”1 The magnitude of 7 - 7’ 
mixing varies between different calculations. It is not, however, expected to result 
in the enhancement of r/r production indicated by this measurement. Evidence 
for large D, -+ r/r+ and V’K+ production was also presented by the Mark II 
collaboration at this symposium.[” 

The second result presented is a search for the decay D+ -+ p+vp. A mea- 
surement of this leptonic decay provides an unambiguous determination of f~:‘l’] 

- 
B(D+ -+ p+v) = 

I’(D+ --+ p+v) G; 2 
I’(D+ + all) = j&DrDmD$ % I2 (1). 

Since fD is a direct measure of the overlap of the wavefunctions of the heavy 
and light quarks in the D meson, “‘I it plays a fundamental role in understanding 
extensions to the light quark spectator model. The recent observation of large 
&& - iI21 and B,B, i=i mixing may be due to a large top quark mass, or an un- 
expectedly large value of fB. A measurement of fD may provide information on 
fB through a phenomenological extrapolation. 

The data,[l*’ with an integrated luminosity of 9.3 pb-l corresponding to - 
-2 x 104. produced D+‘s,‘~~’ were obtained at the peak of the $(3770) resonance. 

As the $(3770) 1 ies below DD* threshold, D+‘s are produced monochromatically 
in pairs, allowing a clean search for D+ + p+vP recoiling against an observed 
D+ candidate (tag). The 2490 f 42 f 42 D- tags are reconstructed in seven 
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final states: -K+z-7r-, K”vrr-, K”rr-rr-?r+, KOr-rO, K+rT-vrT-vro, K°K-, and 
K+K-?r-. 

The p+vLc candidates are’isolated by requiring the recoil system to the tag to 
contain exactly one track with the expected charge. If the p+ candidate is within 
the acceptance of the muon detection system (I cos 8 I< 0.65, where 0 is the polar 
angle from the beam axis), then two (one) layers are required to be hit for track 
momenta pP 2 1 GeV/ c (pP < 1 GeV/c). R ecoil tracks outside the acceptance of 
the muon system (0.65 5 1 cos 8 1 5 0.92), must deposit less than 300 MeV in the 
barrel and endcap calorimeters. Those tracks within the acceptance of the TOF 
or dE/dx systems also must have identification consistent with a b hypothesis. 

Events with a recoil track lying outside the muon system are subjected to 
further cuts to suppress backgrounds. The principal sources of background to 
the pL+uP signal are the hadronic decays D+ --+ rIT+no, ROT+, I?OK+, E”p+, 
and the semileptonic decays D? + ii’Op+~~, ii’*Op+~~, and z”h+vP. Those 
background events containing TO’S or KE which interact in the shower counter 
are rejected by requiring the absence of any isolated photons in an event.[16’ The 
fraction of interacting Kg is modeled using the J/s decays. 

Background is further rejected by requiring 0.775 < pP < 1.125 GeV/c. This 
- cut loses 2% of an expected signal, while retaining 18 events in the data (Fig. 4). 

. . - The final separation of a p+vP signal from background is obtained by performing 
a maximum likelihood fit “” to the distribution of the missing mass (Fig. 5) in 
the event (MLiss ). A Gaussian peak near Mki,,= 0 is expected for D++ p+vp, 

. while a peak near m2 aO or rnk, is expected for the two-body backgrounds. The 
distribution peaks at higher Mki,, in the case of three-body backgrounds. 

- The best fit to the Mkiss distribution yields zero events. An upper limit on 
B(D+ + ,x+v~) is obtained by performing a likelihood ratio test.‘lr”lal Using a 
weighted average acceptance for D+ -+ p+vP of 0.74 f 0.01, this procedure gives 
B(D+ + /J+z+) 5 6.1 x 1O-4 at the 90% Confidence Level (C.L.). Inclusion of 
systematic errors “” increases this to 7.2 x 10m4. Using a D+ lifetime of (10.9 f 
0.3 f 0.25) x 10-13s,i20’ and / Vcd 12= 0.0493 ,[211 gives fD 5 290 MeV/c2.[221[23’ 

This limit excludes the large values of fD (- 400 MeV/c2) suggested by 
perturbative calculations to explain the ratio T(D+)/T(D’). It does not, how- 
ever, exclude non-perturbative mechanisms’“’ proposed to enhance W-exchange 
contributions to the Do width.‘25’ Most calculations1261 conclude that the pseu- 

- doscalar decay constants for the three heavy quarks are ordered in magnitude 
fD 2 fB : fT. Under this assumption, our result may be interpreted as a phe- 
nomenological bound fB < 290 MeV/c2. Recent papers”” which extract lower 
limits on rnt from BB mixing have employed theoretical values for fB signifi- 
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cantly below- this phenomenological upper limit. If the limit obtained above is 
used, these calculations result in less stringent bounds on mt. 

In summary, the decay 0: + qxr+ is observed at fi = 4.14 GeV, with a 
production cross section times branching fraction of (74 f 19 f 25)pb. A search 
has been performed for the leptonic decay D+ --+ p+vP. The branching fraction 
B(D+ + p+uP) is found to be < 7.2 x low4 at the 90% C.L., corresponding to 
fD < 290MeV/c2. 

We gratefully acknowledge the efforts of the SPEAR staff. This work was sup- 
ported in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation and the U.S. Department 
of Energy under Contracts No.DE-AC03-76SF00515, No.DE-AC02-76ER01195, 
No.DE-AC03-81ER40050, and No.DE-AM03-76SF00034. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Scatter plot of m(r+(r+fl-77)) versus m(7r+rr-77) for the results of the 
1C Di fit. The lines indicate the 0: and r] cuts described in the text. 

2. The 7r+7r-77 mass after cut on 7rr+(7r+?r-77) mass for (a) data, and (b) 
Monte Carlo. The results of r] fits are: m(q) = 554 f 2 MeV/c2 and 
a(q) = 14 f 2 MeV/c2 for the Monte Carlo, and m(q) = 557 f 4 MeV/c2 
and a(v) = 11 f 3 MeV/c2 for the data. 

3. The ?r+(rr+nr-77) mass after cut on 7r+7r-77 mass for the data. 

4. Momentum of recoil muons, p,, for tagged D- candidates (solid line) and 
for Monte Carlo generated events (dashed line). 

5. TheM2 ,i,,distribution after cutting on p,. The best fit (containing no p+vP 
events) is shown as a solid line; the dashed line corresponds to the 90% C.L. 
limit of 1.5 observed events (see text). 
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